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Preparing for Yom Kippur:  40 Days of Repentance 
By messianicsabbath.com 

 

ow would you characterize the month of August?  

What word would you use to describe it?  How 

about September?  How about January?  Just like 

the Gregorian calendar in which each month reminds us 

of the season and a mood, the Hebrew sages have 

determined the spiritual seasons of the year. 

 The Hebrew month of Elul is considered the start of 

the “Season of Repentance.”  This season extends 40 

days, from Elul 1 to Tishrei 10, the Day of Atonement 

(Yom Kippur).  www.hebrew4christians.com explains 

one of the events that set the stage for this season: 

“According to Jewish tradition, then, the month of Elul 

represents the time that Moses spent on Sinai preparing 

the second set of tablets after the idolatrous incident of 

the Golden Calf.  Moses ascended on Rosh Chodesh Elul 

(“Head of the Month of Elul”) and then descended 40 

days later on the 10
th
 of Tishri, the end of Yom Kippur, 

when the repentance of the people was complete.  The 

month of Elul therefore, represents the time of national 

sin and forgiveness obtained by means of teshuvah 

(repentance) before the Lord.” 

 We read about Moses’ three trips up the mountain 

in Deuteronomy 9 and Exodus 32-34.  During the month 

of Elul is Moses’ third 40-day trip.  After the first trip up 

the mountain and the incident of the Golden Calf, God 

told Moses: 

“I will send an angel ahead of you; and I will drive out 

the Kena‘ani, Emori, Hitti, P’rizi, Hivi and Y’vusi. You 

will go to a land flowing with milk and honey; but I 

myself will not go with you, because you are such a 

stiffnecked people that I might destroy you on the way.” 

(Exodus 33:2-3) 

 After Moses’ third 40-day stay on Mt. Sinai during 

Elul, God tells him,  

“Here, I am making a covenant; in front of all your 

people I will do wonders such as have not been created 

anywhere on earth or in any nation. All the people 

around you will see the work of Adonai. What I am going 

to do through you will be awesome! Observe what I am 

ordering you to do today. Here! I am driving out ahead of 

you the Emori, Kena‘ani, Hitti, P’rizi, Hivi and Y’vusi.”  

(Exodus 34:10-11) 

 So, what changed?  Complete repentance. 
 

REPENTANCE FROM IDOLATRY 

 I’m sure you could say, “I’ve already repented of 

everything bad thing I’ve ever done.  I don’t keep idols 

around or hang out with people that do.”  I know - that’s 

what I thought. 

 Idolatry is a harsh word.  We think of statues, 

figurines or good luck charms.  Maybe we think of rain 

dances or blood rituals or even sorcerers, fortune tellers 

or superstition.  Those could all be part of it.  The Hebrew 

word for idolatry most commonly used in the Bible is 

“Teraphim” meaning a household idol. 

 And then there’s repentance, also not a popular 

word.  It sounds like doing penance - denying ourselves 

because we’ve been bad.  Or it assumes we’ve done 

something wrong that we’re going to have to stop doing.  

I actually found it to be more than that.  Stopping the 

action is just the beginning of the blessings, and it’s not 

as hard as we think once we really understand it. 

 In my experience, I can hardly separate idolatry and 

repentance, because the further I go with repentance, the 

more areas of idolatry I find.  Every time I find an area of 

idolatry, I go through the process of repentance.  It’s an 

ongoing process of discovery and realignment. 
 

Idolatry 

 The second commandment is about what we call 

idolatry.  “You are to have no other gods before me.”  

(Deuteronomy 5:7-10)  For the Israelites coming out of 

Egypt, it was common to have several gods – gods for 

rain, gods for fertility, gods for healing or crops.  These 

Israelites grew up with Egyptians who had 10 gods that 

we know of.   

 But idolatry can take many forms.  It can be 

anything that we put our trust in besides God, anything 

we rely on for our security besides God.  These are the 

things that have the power to pull us away from God, or 

cause us to follow our own path to get what we think we 

need.  Here’s how I summarize it: 

Anything we put our faith in, either in addition 

to or instead of God, is idolatry; when we start 

trusting in the resource instead of in the Source. 

It may be your income, the approval of your spouse or 

family, your savings account or emergency supplies – 

whatever areas you depend on to see you through.   

 I’m not recommending we do away with those 

things, but we have to keep them in proper perspective.  

God is our only source; He’s the one that provides all 

those things to us.  Deuteronomy 8:18 says, “You are to 

remember Adonai your God, because it is he who is 

giving you the power to get wealth.”   

 When we give the resources equal or greater 

consideration than the Source of those resources, we’ve 

just crossed the line into idolatry.  The second 

commandment to put no other gods above YHVH is 

about depending on Him as our first and only source of 

everything we need. 
 

Repentance 

 In Hebrew the word repentance is “Teshuvah.”  

Shuv means to turn.  It’s the picture of making a u-turn, 

seeing your sin and going in the opposite direction.  But 

I’ve found that I can repent in my mind and actions, and 

still hold onto the desire in my heart and my will.   

 Complete repentance has to go beyond quitting 

something.  It’s quitting because you are now aligned 

with God’s will.   Whatever you were doing or wishing 
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for is now immaterial and obsolete, because of what you 

now see God is doing.  But we have to be willing to stop 

holding on to these things in order to follow His will. 

 This is why idolatry and repentance are inseparable.  

Idolatry is holding on to something for your security, 

repentance is letting go of that with your actions and your 

heart – and instead, holding on to only God and his path. 
 

WHERE IDOLATRY HIDES 

 In my experience with these two, I’ve found four 

areas where idolatry hides in my life.  You may think of 

your own as I review these.  The first one for me is… 
 

1.  Discontentment 

 I’m the type of person that has to be on a plan, 

making progress, working toward something – preferably 

something big that changes the world.  It can be a good 

way to live, but I often feel like I’m not doing enough, 

not making enough progress, like my actions aren’t 

having enough effect; I can’t see enough results.  I get 

antsy and wish for more.  I start trying to do more, or 

trying to do it differently, but mainly I get frustrated that 

things just aren’t the way they should be, and I meddle 

around trying to change them.   

 I finally realized that in my case, this sort of 

discontent was a sin, a form of idolatry – me trying to 

make things happen in my own time and according to my 

own expectations, instead of seeing what God was 

actually doing and aligning with that. 

 Remember when the Israelites in the wilderness 

asked for meat to eat the second time in Numbers 11?  

Look at verses 4-6:  

“The mixed crowd that was with them grew greedy for an 

easier life; while the people of Isra’el, for their part, also 

renewed their weeping and said, ‘If only we had meat to 

eat!  We remember the fish we used to eat in Egypt — it 

cost us nothing! — and the cucumbers, the melons, the 

leeks, the onions, the garlic!  But now we’re withering 

away, we have nothing to look at but this man.’” 

 They were certainly discontent with what they had.  

They even lamented not being in Egypt.  Do I do that? 

 Look where their discontent lead them, Numbers 

11:30-34: 
30 “

Moshe and the leaders of Isra’el went back into the 

camp; 
31 

and ADONAI sent out a wind which brought 

quails from across the sea and let them fall near the 

camp, about a day’s trip away on each side of the camp 

and all around it, covering the ground to a depth of three 

feet. 
32 

The people stayed up all that day, all night and all 

the next day gathering the quails — the person gathering 

the least collected ten heaps; then they spread them out 

for themselves all around the camp. 
33 

But while the meat 

was still in their mouth, before they had chewed it up the 

anger of ADONAI flared up against the people, and 

ADONAI struck the people with a terrible plague. 
34 

There-

fore that place was named Kivrot-HaTa’avah [graves of 

greed], because there they buried the people who were so 

greedy.” 

 There was a reason God laid the quail outside the 

camp.  However, because of their greed, they were not 

content to only take what they needed for a few days and 

get more when they ran out.  They chose to gather quail 

for probably 36 hours straight, bring them back to camp 

and heap them up around their tents.  Imagine a month’s 

supply of dead quail strewn between tents and lining the 

walkways.  Remember, “the person gathering the least 

collected ten heaps.”  What a sight! 

 Here we see a clear conflict set up by the Israelites’ 

actions:  

 God’s presence is in their camp. 

In Deuteronomy 23:15 we’re told: “For ADONAI your 

God moves about in your camp to rescue you and to 

hand over your enemies to you. Therefore your camp 

must be a holy place. ADONAI should not see anything 

indecent among you, or he will turn away from you.” 
 

 God’s presence cannot dwell with death. 

A major theme consistent in all the commandments is 

God’s separation from death.  Now, because of their 

desire for “the good life”, they are living among death, 

the dead quail.  Consequently, God can no longer 

dwell among them.  They’ve chosen to replace His 

way and commandments with their own.  This is what 

will become of me if I don’t repent of my discontent. 
 

 The red flag is in Numbers 11:4:  “The people 

renewed their weeping and said, ‘If only we had meat to 

eat.’”  If only.  In what areas am I striving beyond what 

God has provided?  Where am I not quite satisfied with 

where I’m at, or maybe where someone else is at?  Dis-

content leads us away from God, away from his presence. 

 As soon as I saw that I repented.  I stopped trying to 

change things and get more and do more.  But that’s 

when I learned of another place where idols hide… 
 

2.  My Plan  

When I repented, I stopped pursuing my “if onlys”, but I 

found I was still lamenting them.  I would think, “I know 

I can’t do this or that, but I wish I could.  No, I need to 

stop wishing for that and just be happy with what I’m 

doing.  But I’m going to watch for when God opens that 

door, and I’ll be right there.  I’ll stop pursuing it, but I’m 

still going to plan on it and get ready for it to happen.” 

 This is what I mentioned earlier.  Repentance is not 

just stopping what you’re doing wrong.  God wants to 

bring me to an abundant land flowing with milk and 

honey, but I’m longing for meat, fish, leeks, onions and 

garlic.  God’s trying to say, “Forget about those!  Where 

you’re going, you won’t even remember wanting them.  

Quit longing for Egypt and get on board with my will to 

bring you into the Promised Land.  I’ve got bigger plans 

than you can imagine.”   

 This is true repentance – dropping your will and no 

longer hauling around of your “if onlys”, instead seeking 

His will and realigning with that.   

 I asked God to show me what he was doing that I 

could get on board with.  I realized I was missing things 
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God had for me right where I was, while I was looking 

for what I thought he was going to do and my 

expectations. 

 Dropping all the “if onlys” I had been protecting 

and just doing what was in front of me without wishing 

for more was such a relief!  I can trust God not only for 

the results, but that the results are already having the 

effect he wants.  I’m at peace, joyful, content and not 

frustrated.   

 But, God did not show me all this just so that I can 

feel better.  When I am more aligned with Him, my 

efforts are more fruitful.  I notice I’m more attentive to 

what I’m currently doing than when I’m wishing for 

something else.  I’m more effective in the situation I’m 

in. 

 However, all this letting go can bring us to the third 

hiding place for idolatry… 
 

3.  Fear  

It could be the fear of losing things or people you care 

about; fear that if you let this go, then that will happen; 

fear of not knowing what’s ahead when you set your own 

plan aside; maybe fear that everything you’ve been 

working toward will be lost or for nothing.  Then there’s 

the fear that if you don’t do it, no one will, it’ll never get 

done.  That’s a heavy burden.  Laying that one down is a 

big load off, but it can be scary. 

 Part of repentance is giving up our fear of loss and 

completely trusting that God can still care for us without 

the things we fear losing.   

 In my case God showed me six things I feared 

losing, things I cling to for security, things I will go out of 

my way to protect and that have the power to pull me off 

course: 

 My husband – providing me love and partnership  

 My boss – providing me a job  

 My employer – providing me an income  

 My parents – providing me guidance and approval  

 My pastors – providing spiritual guidance  

 My bank account/investments – providing the means 

to sustain myself and my family 

 This is an admirable list of commitments, but when 

I viewed them as sources of security (even 

unconsciously), they became sources of fear.  I feared 

losing them.  That fear is what gave them power – the 

power to replace God as my Source and miss out on His 

provision, blessing, and direction.  Fear is the opposite of 

faith.  These could easily become idols for me – things I 

put my faith in instead of, or in addition to, God. 

 As I lived with that revelation for awhile, God 

asked me two questions that crystalized my lack of faith: 

1) Which of these six things did I not give you?  2) What 

can these things provide for you that I cannot? 

 The irony is, God had given me these six things.  

These are the ways He provides for me, guides me and 

blesses me.  He wasn’t asking me to get rid of them or do 

without them.  He was asking me to remember that He’s 

the Source – the only Source.   

 The provisions cannot become more important than 

the Provider.  When I’m plugged into the Source, there’s 

no limit to the resources.  There’s plenty more where 

those came from! 

 Within a year’s time, five of these six had been 

shaken like never before.  My healthy husband of 20 

years suddenly found himself in surgery.  I had lost my 

job with my employer of 24 years.  I was unemployed for 

a year and faced with unexpected medical expenses and 

an unforeseen disaster to our house.  And in the case of 

my parents, cancer had returned in my dad’s colon, and 

he was back in chemotherapy. 

 I was so thankful that the Lord had prepared me 

ahead of time and showed me a new perspective of his 

provision and abundance before all this happened.  I 

reflected on each one - about my reactions to these issues 

and God’s responses, and I was reminded of how faithful 

God was in each circumstance.   

 Because of a merger at my company, I was laid off, 

but provided extended severance and insurance 

coverage because the merger was delayed.   

 Consequently the insurance covered my husband’s 

surgery and the severance paid for the repairs to the 

house.   

 Because I was unemployed, I could care for my 

husband and manage the house repairs, which I’d 

never have been able to do while I was working.   

 Because I was unemployed, I was able to spend time 

with my dad, I wouldn’t have otherwise had.   

 I found myself thanking God that I didn’t have a 

job!  Through that year, He provided for us financially 

and in every other way.   

 These are things all my planning could’ve never 

accomplished.  I would’ve never seen any of this coming 

and certainly wouldn’t have thought of these solutions.  I 

realized this was an undeniable demonstration of God’s 

faithfulness in blessings and provisions, and it completely 

demolished the fear that fueled my six idols.   

 He built up my faith and showed me first-hand how 

He more than provides everything I fear losing.  If we 

will let Him, God will replace our fear with faith, and do 

it with more blessing and provisions than we can imagine. 

 In my own journey, that brought me to another 

place I found out idols hiding:  
 

4.  My Conditions 

Through all this, I realized God is just trying to take care 

of me and provide me a wonderful meaningful life 

aligned with what He’s doing.  It’s as if He’s asking me, 

“I’d like to do a miracle for you right here, would that be 

alright with you?”   

 Logically I say, “Yes, yes, God I surrender all, I 

will do your will, I want to follow you in all my ways…”  

But if I’m being honest, sometimes my conditions lie just 

under the surface.  My conditions might be things like: 

living close to my family, or keeping my career on track, 

or making sure I do whatever I have to keep my job.   
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 It’s like I’m crossing my fingers behind my back in 

my surrender to God.  “Yes, yes, Lord, I surrender all, I 

will do your will, I want to follow you in all my ways…as 

long as it includes keeping this, not doing that, or not 

jeopardizing this over here. 

 These are our conditions, and to the degree we give 

them power, to that degree we are not fully able to align 

with God’s path for us.  We are still holding the reigns, 

maybe a little looser, but certainly not giving them up. 
 

SURRENDERING OUR IDOLS 

 What is it we fear about giving ourselves 

completely to God?  Sometimes we fear what others will 

think.  Some-times we fear that God will send us some 

horrible place in ministry – “be careful what you pray 

for,” we hear.   

 Do we really think God is trying to get us aligned 

with him so that he can make us miserable?  Maybe he 

can teach us a few hard lessons?  Many of us grew up in 

churches that actually taught that “God’s will is heavy, 

you need to work harder and serve more in order to please 

him.”   

 Sometimes these old notions creep in, and we need 

to take every thought captive and remind ourselves who 

God really is, and do some serious thinking about who we 

honestly believe He is. What do our actions say about 

who we believe God is?  We need to realign our theology 

with truth.  As long as we hold a view of God that we’re 

not safe, we will never surrender.  We’ll never fully 

repent or fully realign with him and be comfortable with 

him in the driver’s seat. 

 I realized my faulty notions were at the core of my 

conditions.  I wasn’t living like I believed God was good 

and wanted me to have abundant life.  Did I really think I 

could know better than God what was ahead and how to 

plan for it?  Or that I knew how to get the desires of my 

heart?  God put those desires there; he wants to give them 

to me. 

 Well, once again God reassured me of his love and 

his faithfulness in more than taking care of my needs.  So 

I repented of my stubbornness.  Once I let my conditions 

go, I was taken down other, more important paths.  As 

things in my life or my families lives came up, I could 

easily shift gears to do what I could see God was asking 

of me.  I wasn’t still protecting my conditions.  God could 

do something new or prepare me for something more 

important that I couldn’t embrace when I was fearful of 

what I might have to give up.   

 This is the picture of complete repentance and 

realignment with him:  obeying unencumbered, with no 

expectation of what the result should look like, no 

conditions of acceptance, no strings attached, just full 

submission to His will regardless of what it means to your 

“if onlys”, your own plan, your fears and your conditions.  

 If we’ll let Him, God will take care of the physical, 

so that we can focus on His spiritual purposes.  We don’t 

need everything comfortable and neatly worked out to 

obey Him and serve Him.  Just do what he’s asking 

joyfully and forget all of this world’s distractions.  

Devote yourself fully to what He brings; stop fighting for 

more, or different, and enjoy this.  Your situation is not a 

detour.  Stop waiting until it changes or until you find a 

way through it or out of it.  Do well with where you’re at 

right now, and it will result in God’s purposes. 

 Does it take 40 days to get there?  Absolutely!  It 

took me longer. 
 

THE SEASON OF REPENTANCE 

 This period of Elul is about preparing our hearts, 

minds, and spirits for the coming Fall Feasts and 

eventually Yeshua’s coming.  Use these 40 days to take 

an honest look at yourself.  Where do your idols hide?  It 

starts with asking yourself the hard questions: 

 Where am I discontent with what God has provided?   

 In what areas am I striving beyond what God has 

provided?  

 In what areas am I wishing for something better?  

 Where am I frustrated?   

 Where am I pursuing my own path?   

 What fears keep me from trusting His plan?   

 What belief do I need to sacrifice in order to fully trust 

God with that issue?   

 What blessing and provisions am I missing when I 

strive for what used to be or what could be? 

 I encourage you to examine these areas and see 

where repentance and giving up your striving, could 

allow you to re-align with God’s plan.  Once you do, I 

guarantee more peace, more joy and more faith.  Why?  

Because you’re now on God’s path, it’s His to determine, 

His responsibility to clear the pathway ahead, He’s 

responsible for the results.   

 It’s the difference between driving the car and 

being the passenger.  The one driving is carrying the 

responsibility – what route to take, how fast to go, how to 

navigate obstacles or detours, stopping for gas, and 

actually reaching the destination.  Do we trust God with 

the driving?   

 I found when I finally did, it was such a relief!  It’s 

not all up to us.  And his plan is much better and goes so 

much more smoothly than my own.  It’s exhilarating!  It 

makes me want to find more areas where I can realign 

with him. 

 So mark your calendar for Elul 1 and use these 40 

days to ask the hard questions, repent from what you find 

and realign with God’s plan. 

 Remember YHVH’s words after the people 

repented from the Golden Calf incident, and Moses 

brought the second set of tablets down from his 40 days 

on the mountain: 

 “Here, I am making a covenant; in front of all your 

people I will do wonders such as have not been created 

anywhere on earth or in any nation.  All the people 

around you will see the work of ADONAI.  What I am 

going to do through you will be awesome!” Exodus 

34:10
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